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PARTIALLY-ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS1

PAUL  P.  ROWE

Abstract. This paper contains a discussion of partially-

orthogonal polynomials. This is an extension of the concept of

quasi-orthogonal polynomials. Some relationships between vari-

ous partially-orthogonal polynomials are obtained. The concept

of pseudo-polynomials is defined and used as an example of

partially-orthogonal polynomials. Polynomials obtained from the

simple Laguerre polynomials are also used as an example.

The concept of quasi-orthogonal polynomials is discussed by Dickinson

[2] and by Chihara [1]. It is the purpose of this paper to discuss some

generalizations of the concept of quasi-orthogonal polynomials and to

obtain recurrence relations between the various polynomials. Some

examples will be given. Also, the concept of polynomials will be generalized.

Definition 1. Let {Qn(x, m)}"=0 be a set of polynomials, where each

Qn(x, m) is of degree n. The Qn(x, m) will be called partially-orthogonal

of deficiency m if there exists an interval (a, b) such that

w(x)x'Qk(x, m) dx = 0   for 0 < j < k — m, k > m,
Ja

í¿ 0   for j > k — m, k > m,

where w(x) is a nonnegative weight function. If m=0 the set of poly-

nomials are fully orthogonal. If m=l the set of polynomials are quasi-

orthogonal. The m=0 index will be omitted in this paper. For simplicity

all the examples of polynomials here will have leading coefficient unity,

and this is assumed throughout the paper.

Definition 2. We will call two partially-orthogonal sets of polynomials

related if the weight function and interval of integration are the same but

the deficiencies are different.

Definition 3. Two polynomials will be said to share the same zero if

they are both annihilated by the same operation. By operation is meant

any linear functional F, and F annihilates the polynomial Q if F(Q)=0.
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Theorem 1. For two sets of related polynomials there exist nonzero

constants {An,m}™=m+1 such that Qn(x,m) = Qn(x,k)+AnimQn_y(x,k),

where k=m—\ and n>m, providing Qn(x, m)andQj(x, k) share j zeros for

j<n and share n—\ for j=n. However, only k zeros will be due to non-

orthogonality conditions.

Proof. The following expansion is valid (see Gould [3], Rowe [4] or

Tauber [5]).

ß„(x> m) = IKQi(x, k),       k = m-í.
3=0

Under the stated conditions all but A"-1 and Ann are zero. Therefore,

Al = \ and AV=An,m.

Corollary 1. Let {Qn(x, £)}£L0 a"d {Qn(x> w)}£L0 be two sets of

partially orthogonal polynomials where m—L=c (a positive integer). If for

L and m and all intermediate deficiencies, polynomials whose deficiencies

differ by one satisfy Theorem 1, then, for n>m,

c

Qn(x, m) = Qn(x, L) + 2 cn,iQ«-Áx, L).
3 = 1

Proof. This result can be obtained by substitution and the relations

between the c„_/s and the An^m's can be obtained by induction.

Theorem 2. For any set of partially-orthogonal polynomials of deficiency

m there is more than one related set of partially-orthogonal polynomials of

deficiency m + l.

Proof. Since the nth degree polynomial of deficiency m will satisfy

one more orthogonality condition than the nth degree polynomial of

deficiency m+1, the nth degree polynomial of deficiency m + l will have a

nonshared zero and this nonshared zero can be varied resulting in more

than one set of polynomials of deficiency m+1. In the above discussion n

must be greater than the deficiency for the polynomial to have an orthog-

onality condition.

Corollary 2.   Given

{Qn(x, «)}?_,        {Qn(x, m + l)}?_o   and   {Qn(x, m + 1)}^0

where the first and second sets and the first and third sets satisfy Theorem 1,

then Qn(x, m+l)=Qn(x, m+l)+Bn¡mQn_y(x, m).

Proof.    Since  Qn(x, m+l)=Qn(x, m)+An,m+1Qn_y(x, m) and

Qn(x, m + l) = Qn(x, m)+Än_m+yQn_y(x, m)
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the result follows easily. Many other easily obtained relations exist but

they will not be discussed here.

Definition 4.   A function of the form

P,(jc) = x"> + A^x"'-* + ■■■ + AjAxxi + Ajà0x">

will be called a pseudo-polynomial of degree j. These exponents are

positive real numbers and a„>am for n>m.

Proposition 1.    The set of all monic polynomials with positive exponents

is a subset of the set of all pseudo-polynomials.

Proof.   Obvious !

Theorem 3.   Let the nth degree pseudo-polynomial be given by

PM-X--Z   ff  *=±Tl'*+ * + ?*:
k=o i=o; i *k a,- — a.k i=o a3- + an + 1

then {Pn(x)}n=o is a set of orthogonal pseudo-polynomials with unity weight

function and interval from 0 to 1.

Before proving this theorem we will need two definitions.

Definition 5.   Let the notation ßjtk stand for the integral JJ xaix*k dx.

From this it is obvious that ßj,k=ßk,j.

Definition 6.   Define the inner product of functions/and g as

¡bfix)gix)
Ja

(f,g)=    f(x)g(x)dx.
Ja

Two proofs of Theorem 3 will be given.

First Proof of Theorem 3. Write the pseudo-polynomial Pn(x) as the

determinant Pnix) = \x"lßji0ßjA • • • ß},n-X\ where each entry is a column

vector and from top to bottom j takes on the values n, n— 1, • • • , 0.

This notation will be used below. This pseudo-polynomial has the following

property: f¿ x"'Pn(x) dx=0 for j<n. One can show that Pn(x) and the

pseudo-polynomial in Theorem 3 differ by only a multiplicative constant.

Second Proof of Theorem 3. Take the interval of integration from

0 to 1 and w(x) = l, f(x)=xm, then the inner product is

(/, Pk)
fflLj jx, - at) IIU («j - m)

HU (m + a, + 1) ITU (a, + a, + 1)

Theorem 4.   Let the interval of integration be from 0 to 1 and the weight

function be unity; then the pseudo-polynomials

«**>-*--2 n &=*¿ -g* &£*£§**
í=o i=o;i=k (cLj — cf.k)   j=o   (Xj + an + 1)
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are a set of partially-orthogonal pseudo-polynomials of deficiency m andaré

related to those of Theorem 3. Ifn—m — i is <0 the product is taken to be

unity. The nonorthogonal conditions imposed on these pseudo-polynomials

are the following:

Pn(l, m) = 0,       -f [x-"0Pn(x, m)]I=1 = 0,

d_

dx
¿XmS-'m-i+V .

dx

dx

.A
dx

[x~*°Pn(x, m)] = 0.

Proof.   The following pseudo-polynomial is written as the determi-

nant:
1 m-2

Pn(x, m) = *"'inai.i---n«iAo---&.

where each entry is a column vector and from bottom to top,y'=0, i, • ■ ■ ,

n, a,, ,— a, —a,, k=n—m—\, and [Tjl0 a, ¿=0 for £>/. The set

{Pn(x, m)}£L0 is partially orthogonal of deficiency m and has nonorthog-

onal zeros as prescribed in the theorem. It can be shown that P„(x, m)

and Pn(x, m) differ only by a multiplicative constant.

Theorem 5.    77ie results of Theorem 1 are valid for the pseudo-poly-

nomials of Theorem 4.

The proof of this is similar to the proof of Theorem 1 so will not be

given.

Theorem 6.    For n~>m the pseudo-polynomial

n~}    fl     (a3. - a„) "* (a, + a, + 1)    „
Rn(x, m) = x*"-2     IT n

k=m i~m\i*k (a,- — V.k)    3=0     (oin + <Xj + 1)

is a member of a partially-orthogonal set of pseudo-polynomials of deficiency

m.

Proof.   Letf(x)=xL, g(x)=Rn(x,m), then the inner product (fig)

can be obtained and is, for a=0, b=l, and w(x)=l,

(/. g) =
rn=m («m+fc - «,-) nu (l - «^

nsí(¿ + «i +1) nu («m« + «i +1)
By the same argument as that of Theorem 1 it can be shown that the results

of Theorem 1 are valid for the pseudo-polynomials of Theorem 6.

Corollary 3.    The sets of pseudo-polynomials discussed in Theorems 4

and 6 are both related to the pseudo-polynomials discussed in Theorem 3.
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Proof. If, in Theorems 4 and 6, m=0 the pseudo-polynomials of

Theorem 3 are obtained. These three sets of pseudo-polynomials are an

example of Theorem 2.

Theorem 7.   For the pseudo-polynomials

{Rn(x, m + 1)}?_0   and   {Rn(x, w)}SL0

the conclusions of Theorem 1 are valid.

A different proof than the previous ones will be given here.

Proof.   Assume that a sequence  of positive  integers  {bnm+x}n=0,

m^.0, exists such that

Rn(x, m + 1) = Rn(x, m) + bnM+lRn^x(x, m).

The bnm+x can be obtained explicitly as

b _ («m + «i+i) U"~li+i («* - <*„) ITS (««-1 + «fc + 1)
TK («• - «»-O TT^o («„ + «* +1)

The last section of this paper will discuss polynomials that are essentially

the simple Laguerre polynomials. Write Ln(x)=x"+A„ ,w_i*"~1+ • • • +

AnXx+An0 are require J^° e~sxxjLk(x) dx=0 for j<k.

Definition 7.    Let f^n)(x) represent

[•••   \f(x)dx\
JA timesj

The following result is easily obtained so it must be well known. The set

{Z,i~3)(x)}™=0 with all constants of integration zero forms a set of partially-

orthogonal polynomials with deficiency/ From Theorem 1, there exist

nonzero constants {/4„+iiK+1}"=0 such that L(n+j)(x, n+\)=L{n+j)(x, n)+

An+i,n+xL(n+j_X)(x,n) and An+j,n+1=(n+j)/s. It is obvious that more

general integration, such as Lebesgue, could have been used.
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